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EKTB is a new transliteration scheme for Hebrew based on the historical
development of the alphabet. Latin characters are identified by the early
Hebrew letters from which they developed. Nineteen Hebrew letters find
natural representatives among the Latin characters. The three others are
assigned arbitrarily. EKTB treats the Latin characters as graphic variants of the
Hebrew letters and permits Hebrew to be used with standard equipment while
maintaining its traditional writing methodology. EKT+B is an extension to
include 'pointing'. EKT+B is compared to proposals of European-style writ-
ing reform. The merits of the traditional way of writing Hebrew, which EKTB
and EKT+B preserve, are explored.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes EKTB—a new scheme for the transliteration of Hebrew
into standard characters. EKTB (pronounced /haktav/—'writing' in translitera-
tion1) was recently proposed to the Hebrew Academy and, in conjunction with
an appropriate binary coding scheme, to the Israeli Bureau of Standards. It was
conceived by the author circa 1969 and privately used ever since in computer
environments. Others have recently joined in using EKTB in electronic
communications.

Many schemes for rendering Hebrew in Latin characters have been proposed
and used (see Hebrew Academy 1957-8; Weinberg 1969-70). Some were
offered as replacements for the traditional way of writing Hebrew (e.g. Ben-Avi
1927; Avinor 1979; Oman 1986). All embrace European writing metho-
dology. They treat the Latin alphabet as a system of writing which is applied,
with slight modifications, to express the sound or other attributes of Hebrew
words.

EKTB is different. It is a native construct that uses the Latin characters only
as what they are historically: graphic variants of the early Hebrew letters. To the
best of my knowledge this approach has never been proposed before, and in this
EKTB is new and original. By using the currently dominant graphic version of
the alphabet, EKTB admits Hebrew, with its own writing methodology intact,
into modem communications and processing channels. While making no
concession to foreign trends, EKTB naturally achieves a graceful harmony with
English and other European languages, putting Hebrew words in visible
correspondence with foreign cognates, yet retaining a distinct Hebrew flavor.
EKT+B (pronounced /haktav plus/) is an extension of EKTB to include vowel-
ing. EKT+B is an implementation of traditional Hebrew 'pointing' with
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standard symbols. It was developed recently in collaboration with Professor Svi
Rin of the University of Pennsylvania.

EKTB is defined in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 explore its general properties.
Section 5 concentrates on computer applications. Section 6 introduces
EKT+B. Sections 7,8, and 9 address two leading proposals for writing reform.
Comparison to EKT+B brings out the merits of traditional Hebrew writing
methodology in Section 10. Section 11 offers concluding remarks.

2. EKTB

The Semitic origins of the alphabet are well known (Chomsky 1958). Table 1
lists the twenty-two Hebrew letters (line 1) together with their early North
Semitic forms (line 2) and the Latin characters derived from them (line 3). Note
that the Latin is often closer to the early form than the 'square'. In many cases the
Latin also better conveys the pictographic meaning originally attached to the
characters (e.g. O—'eye', or Q—'needle hole').

Table 1

2 < 5 14 ^ y I ^ » ? n ^ f 0 J(t9i w t

3 A B C D E F G H - I K L M N - O P - Q R S T

4 V X Z

The character table identifies nineteen Latin characters with the early North
Semitic letters from which they were derived and with the corresponding
Hebrew letters. Three letters omitted in the development— D, o, and X, need
special treatment. Replacements for these are selected from among the unused
Latin characters and presented in line 4 of the table. Selection of Z and X is
influenced by sound, and that of V by shape. In this way twenty-two standard
symbols stand in for the twenty-two Hebrew letters. Nineteen are Latin
derivatives of early Semitic forms of the Hebrew letters. Three are selected
arbitrarily. EKTB treats them all as the Hebrew letters in a varied graphic form.

3 . DISCUSSION

EKTB is completely defined as set out in Table 1. Its properties can now be
studied.

EKTB is distinguished from all previous schemes for rendering Hebrew in
Latin characters by the conjuction of the following three features:

1 It is a pure transliteration (i.e. one-to-one letter replacement).

2 Only standard letters are used (no diacritics, no special symbols, no newly-
formed signs) and the assignments are case insensitive.
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308 A NEW TRANSLITERATION OF HEBREW

3 Nineteen of the twenty-two assignments are made on the basis of the histori-
cal development of the alphabet and without regard to the phonetics of any
foreign language.

Intrinsically EKTB is nothing but a graphic variant of ordinary Hebrew
writing. The Latin characters are typographically better defined and more
distinguishable than the 'square'. If writing from left to right has any advantage
to a right-hander, such advantage is reversed for the left-hander, and the distinc-
tion disappears at a keyboard. Thus not much can be said for EKTB or against it
in the limited context of pure Hebrew text. Rather it is in the context of a
heterogeneous world dominated by the Latin fonts that EKTB should be
studied.

Whereas it is immaterial whether one writes from right to left or the other
way, there is a distinct advantage to maintaining a consistent direction. This is
something that modern Hebrew does not do. Text is written from right to left,
but embedded numbers and mathematical formulae are written from left to
right. What is more, the mathematical expressions are written with Latin rather
than 'square' characters. Often foreign names and references are also embedded
with Latin characters from left to right. All these changes of direction and font
may be but a minor nuisance when writing by hand. They become major hurdles
when any sort of mechanical equipment is employed. Even with an ordinary
typewriter, numbers must be entered backwards and blanks must be left for
Latin characters to be inserted later by hand or by a different typewriter.

EKTB removes all of these bothersome inconveniences. New ease is found in
all of the following:

— The need for special expensive equipment and for double Hebrew/foreign
equipment is eliminated.

— Text, numbers, formulae, and foreign names and terms can all be entered
smoothly and without breaking off.

— Foreign words may be left in their original spelling. For instance 'Churchill
said' could be rendered as:

CHURCHILL AMR or Z'RZTL AMR

at the writer's discretion. In current usage the latter form is preferred mainly
in order to avoid the need for switching font and direction. With these
technicalities removed, it may be more elegant to leave foreign words alone
and avoid duplicate spellings.

— The same benefit also works the other way. EKTB makes it possible to
export Hebrew words and names in their original spelling instead of
accepting a foreign spelling or devising a transcription according to the rules
of a foreign language, e.g.:
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ISRAL Israel
TL-ABIB Tel-Aviv

The same could be done for names of individuals.

4. READABILITY
EKTB is not designed to favor the sound values assigned to the Latin characters
by English or any other language. Still, based as it is on the historical develop-
ment of the alphabet, EKTB is 'reader friendly'. It can convey to the English
speaker both phonetic and semantic meaning.

Many Hebrew words are spelled exactly as English or Latin phonological
rules would suggest:

ABA
AIN
ANI
BLI
KAN
KI

pronounced /aba/ meaning father
/eyn/
/ani/
/bli/
/kan/
/ki/

there is not
I
without
here
because

Many other words differ from foreign phonetic spelling by only a lett
only by the omission of vowels:

BQR
DQL
MHNE
SDE
SMNT

pronounced /bakar/ meaning cattle
/dekel/
/mahane/
/sade/
/samenet/

palm tree
camp
field
cream

Names of places (see previous section) and individuals are readily recognizable.
No doubt similar phonetic and semantic benefits accrue to the speakers of
different European tongues.

Some of the letter assignments in EKTB are contrary to modern trends in
transliteration and transcription which are supposedly based on Latin, English,
or 'international' custom. Actually there is no consistency in the sounds assigned
to the various letters even within the context of a single European language, and
the assignments vary from one language to the next. Also, on the Hebrew side,
sound values vary between the Sephardi, Ashkenazi, and Yemenite pronuncia-
tions.

Consider the example of orthographic'S' (V). What is the English sound of
'S'? As in 'see', in 'nose', or in 'issue'? The German'S' is vocalized as /s / or / s /
depending on context. Similar variations occur in many languages. Also on the
Hebrew side there is no single phoneme corresponding to V. The /s/ phoneme
in I5RAL (Israel) is no less legitimate than the III phoneme in SBT (Sabbath).
What is more, there is no guarantee that current usage is true to historic Hebrew,
and it certainly ignores historic dialectic variations. The notorious 'Shibboleth'
incident (Judges 12:6) is predicated on variations in articulating 'S' between
Gilead and Ephraim.
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310 A NEW TRANSLITERATION OF HEBREW

To sum up, there is no clear indication for or against the'S'—V identification
as far as sound is concerned. But there is a considerable body of written
examples which indicate it in preference to, say, an 'S'— D identification.
Obviously the ancients understood the identity of'S' with U7, hence the tran-
scription of names such as Saul (SAFL), Samuel (SMFAL), and Susan
(SFSNE). Equating V with'S' makes the spelling of many other words close to
their accepted European forms, e.g. Semitic (SMI), Sultan (SFLVN, SLFV),
Sabbath (SBT), Messiah (MSEH), and many others.

A similar discussion applies to the 'H'—n identification. There is a modern
tendency to denote n by 'X' standing for a Greek Chi, by a non-alphabetic
symbol, or by a combination of letters. The ancients recognized that the letter
form 'H' relates to n, hence the normal spelling of names such as John
(TF//NN), and //anna (//NE).

'E' has ceased to stand for an aspirate in all European languages, but still does
in Hebrew. Yet 'E"s vowel quality is evident in Hebrew in many words (see some
of the examples above). Note also that 'E' serves as a feminine ending in Hebrew
as it does in German and French.

It is quite natural that the English 'storm' and the German 'sturm', which are
equivalents as well as cognates, nevertheless feature differently sounding 'S'.
Similarly, every educated person pronounces the T differently in the English
'Joseph', the German 'Josef, and the Spanish 7ose' (even though they are all
variants of the same Hebrew name). Different languages entail different sounds.
Hebrew, too, is entitled to its own.

It is remarkable that even many European words which cannot be historically
traced to a Semitic origin nevertheless find Hebrew cognates that are flagged out
by EKTB. Some prime examples are:

IS pronounced /yes/ meaning there is cognate is
CML " /gamal/ " camel " camel
GRO " /zera/ " seed " grain
SRS " /sores/ ' root " source
SKL * /sekhel/ * good sense " skill

One central purpose of this section is to demonstrate by the examples that
EKTB expresses Hebrew in a natural, readable, and graceful way; that it is at the
same time a native Hebrew construction and one that places Hebrew correctly
in the context of other languages; that it avoids masking the contributions of
Hebrew to other languages and their common roots in the way that phonetically
motivated transcriptions tend to do. Inherent in all of this is the 'heresy' that the
function of writing is to document language and not merely speech, i.e. that lan-
guages have a written as well as a spoken element.

5. EKTB IN COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

The need for a method of encoding Hebrew with standard characters is felt in all
computer applications, in particular electronic mail and programming. Special-
ized systems exist to generate 'square' characters on screen and paper from right
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to left and even mix them with Latin characters. Such systems are not, and
cannot be, universally available, and are usually limited to word processing. One
is constantly confronted with situations which shut Hebrew out.

Let us take the case of electronic mail. Even when both sender and recipient
would naturally communicate in Hebrew, they are usually prevented from doing
so. The reason is lack of a generally accepted and easily recognized convention
for encoding the twenty-two characters whose combinations make Hebrew text.

Computer programming provides another good example. Modern computer
languages such as LISP, C, Pascal, and Ada require the programmer to define
new words, which are treated identically with pre-defined language primitives.
As the program grows, the user-defined terms outnumber the original reserved
words, and the program unfolds in a language of its own creation. This makes for
clear code that reads like English. All that stands in the way of the native speaker
of Hebrew from programming in his own tongue is his inability to express it with
the standard keyboard.

The application to programming imposes certain restrictions on acceptable
transcriptions. Words must be expressed in terms of letters only. Other symbols
are, or may be, reserved by computer languages for special uses. Case insensi-
tivity is also necessary. Some computer languages (e.g. Ada) identify upper and
lower case. Even though the programmer's choice of case is displayed and can
be used for styling, the compiler does not distinguish between, say, 'activate' and
'ACTIVATE', and they must be regarded as differing only in style.

EKTB satisfies all of the above requirements naturally. The restrictions are in
themselves reasonable and beneficial. It is not possible to guarantee that a full
range of non-alphabetical characters will be found on all equipment. Even the
use of something like a $ for C will cause problems on a British keyboard. Some
equipment is even limited to a single case. The ability to vary style and emphasis
by changing case while conserving meaning is in itself a benefit. Yet these
restrictions already rule out the large majority of all previously proposed
transcriptions and transliterations.

6. EKT+B
Once the Latin characters are adopted, why not use them for a complete writing
reform of Hebrew? This question is often raised and it deserves an answer.
Unfortunately, a direct comparison of EKTB to any of the proposed reforms
results in a confusing 'apples and oranges' discussion. Although the methods
overlap, the problems addressed are largely different. A prime concern of most
reforms is the ambiguity inherent in vowel-less Hebrew writing, which cannot
uniquely define words out of context and sometimes not even in context. EKTB
side-steps these questions.

A European-style reform of Hebrew writing is best discussed in the context of
an extension to EKTB, denoted EKT+B, which addresses the problems of
documenting vowels. Like EKTB, EKT+B addresses this problem in a way
native to Hebrew.

The accepted Hebrew solution to the need of voweled writing is 'pointing'.
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312 A NEW TRANSLITERATION OF HEBREW

This is a system of diacritical marks that fit below, above, and inside letters to
document vowels, sound variations, and accents. Implemented originally for the
Old Testament, pointing is routinely used in poetry and in children's literature.
Being separate from the letters, pointing marks are by nature optional. 'Partial'
or 'spot' pointing can be used effectively to resolve ambiguity and define the
word intended.

Use of partial pointing is quite easy when writing by hand. But pointing is
extremely resistant to machine implementation, and for this reason normally
banished from any typed or printed document. The solution to this mechanical
problem is obvious. Enhance EKTB by selecting 'pointing marks' from among
the unused Latin characters and other standard keyboard symbols. In EKT+B
pointing symbols follow the letter they qualify. The selection of pointing
symbols, defined with the help of Professor Svi Rin of the University of
Pennsylvania, is shown in Table 2.

ad aa

kia xi

M*

aiLd

tal

utfa

iiJud

Uu

Q1CU,

SUU

x4<.u a

G6<.d Q

a

t

a

q

a

D

D

a

a

.s

#

n

m

*

-

As a sample text consider Genesis 1:1 as rendered by EKTB and EKT+B.

EKTB BRASITBRAALEIMATESMIMFATEARZ.
EKT+B B&#RA**SyIT B&+R+A A#*LwEyIM A*T E-S&+M-IyM

F#A*T E+A+R*Z.
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Case is optional in EKTB and EKT+B. In the examples above, upper case is
used for letters and lower case for pointing marks (y, w). This is done to help
distinguish the optional pointing marks from the basic letters.

The samples above compare a fully pointed text to the same text unpointed.
However, it is quite legitimate and practical to employ partial pointing to avoid
ambiguities. The symbol EKT+B is a sample of partial pointing, with only one
vowel exhibited. Fully pointed, EKTB would be written E-K&#T+B. For an
example of effective use of partial pointing to distinguish similar words,
consider I-LDE (little girl) versus I-LDE& (her child) and I+LDE ((she) gave
birth), all pronounced /yalda/.

As shown in the next section, EKT+B can stand a meaningful comparison to
proposed writing reforms.

7. 'KARMELITIC SCRIPT AND 'PHONEMIC SCRIPT
Two of the leading contemporary candidates for writing reform are 'Karmelitic
Script' (Avinor 1979) and 'Phonemic Script' (Oman 1986a). In some respects
the two are quite similar. This is evident especially in their treatment of vowels.
Both exhibit only five vowels, and appropriate the letters A, E, I, O, U to
represent them. This naturally deprives Hebrew of the original use of A, E, I, O
as consonants, and both reforms provide substitutes. In this way Phonemic uses
an apostrophe for Alef, while Karmelitic substitutes a newly designed character.
Both use H for n which forces an arbitrary choice for n. Both equate S with D
and are forced to provide a substitute for W. Phonemic uses the dollar sign $ (at
other times the cent sign c, when that happens to be available). Karmelitic
introduces a variant of the 'square' U7 symbol. Karmelitic optionally uses an
'accent' to qualify its vowels in places.

Both reforms are clearly Europeanizations, in the sense that they import
European writing conventions and resolve any conflict with the original
Hebrew usage in favor of the European custom. (Sometimes even imaginary
custom, as with V).

Karmelitic and Phonemic differ in many respects, not least of which is their
approach to the subject of writing reform. Karmelitic is offered as a mature,
thought out, and tested system of writing suited for the needs of Hebrew now
and into the forseeable future. Phonemic is presented more modestly and
pragmatically. It may be no more than a device for recording and processing
Hebrew electronically that is free of the significant ambiguities of traditional
unpointed writing. Phonemic has been used in many versions and is still
undergoing change and refinement. Even if it is not touted as a reform proposal,
its long tenure and extensive applications experience naturally make Phonemic
a leading candidate, should a writing reform of Hebrew along European lines be
sought.

Karmelitic and Phonemic differ in their treatment of standard equipment.
Phonemic respects the standard keyboard. All the symbols used are lifted from
one keyboard or another. The signs ', @, &, and $ are used as letters. Only the
dollar sign (or the cent when it is used instead) should be criticized as
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314 A NEW TRANSLITERATION OF HEBREW

specifically American. Karmelitic takes the opposite approach and introduces
new graphic characters at will. It stresses the 'logic' of European writing but is
content to have Hebrew depend on segregated equipment forever.

It might be instructive to compare the statistics of Karmelitic and Phonemic to
EKT+B, as set out in Table 3.

Table 3

Symbols
Letters
Diacritics
Non-alphabetical as letters
Non-alphabetical auxiliary
Alphabetical auxiliary
Newly-formed symbols
Specific American symbols
Vowels
Consonants
Symbols including foreign

EKTB

22
22
0
0
0
0
0
0
?

22
26

EKT+B

31
22
0
0
6
3
0
0
10+
28
32

Karmelitic

30
30
(1)
0
0
0
4
0
5+
25
33

Phonemic

28-34
28
0
4
0-6
0
0
1
5
23+
30-36

The comparison is sometimes difficult because of the different methods and
terminologies of the different systems of writing.

A distinction is made between the number of letters used and the number of
symbols. EKTB uses letters only, of which Hebrew text requires only twenty-
two; if the ability to embed foreign words is desired, all twenty-six letters of the
Latin alphabet are needed. Karmelitic script is also basically composed of
letters, and it, too, provides additional letters for use in foreign words. In the
case of Karmelitic these extra symbols are there for recording sound values not
used in Hebrew. However Karmelitic optionally uses one diacritical sign, and its
use documents a vowel distinction which is not heard in contemporary speech
(hence the 5+ in the number of vowels). Traditional Hebrew writing does not
consider pointing marks to be letters, but rather auxiliary notations that qualify
letters. This terminology is carried over into EKT+B. Phonemic also uses non-
letter symbols (for examples see Section 9). Phonemic, because of its many
variants, is difficult to pin down to definite statistics. 'Everyday' Phonemic,
which tolerates some degree of ambiguity, may use no symbols that do not
represent letters, while other versions may use as many as six, (—, =, , *, %,.),
hence the ranges in the table.

The term 'non-alphabetical' is used for standard symbols (such as * and S)
which are usually not considered letters. The distinction is evident in the
computer codes assigned to these symbols and is significant in many computer
applications. (However, the newly-coined letters of Karmelitic for which no
computer codes are assigned are counted as alphabetical.) EKT+B employs
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three alphabetical symbols (y, u, w) as non-letters. Phonemic employs four non-
alphabetical symbols (', @, &, $) for letters.

The many variations in outlook and terminology among the different systems
of writing makes a meaningful comparison of some items difficult. However, the
first and last lines of Table 2, counting the symbols required to record pure
Hebrew text and Hebrew text with embedded foreign terms, are straight-
forward.

Plainly EKT+B, which retains all the variations of pointed Hebrew, docu-
ments more vowels and more consonants than either Karmelitic or Phonemic
with roughly the same number of symbols. It could be argued that modern
Hebrew does not really possess these numbers of distinct vowels and con-
sonants. From the phonetic point of view this may be a correct observation.
However, there is more to language than speech. Even if the sounds of the
different vowels and consonants have degenerated in use to the point where
some are indistinguishable, they still represent distinct elements of language,
important for the definition and etymology of words.

It should be obvious that an exhaustive discussion of either Karmelitic or
Phonemic is neither possible nor appropriate within the scope of the present
article. Our purpose is to show that writing reform of Hebrew along European
lines admits differing approaches, each for its own substantive reasons. This we
will now proceed to do. We will return in Section 9 to clarify some missing
details about Karmelitic and Phonemic.

8. ETYMOLOGY VERSUS SOUND

In Hebrew certain letters change their sound as a function of context. B may
sound as [b] or [v], P as [p] or [fj, etc. This phenomenon, which is rooted in sound
harmony, at one time affected the letters B, C, D, K, P, and T. The shifts in C and
D are long gone, but those in B, K, and P (and, in Ashkenazi speech, also T)
exist. Unpointed Hebrew writing (and EKTB) offer no indication of these
variations.

Should writing document variations of this type? The practice varies. In
English, variations deriving from construction are few and are normally
displayed (e.g. describe—description; thie/—thieves). The practice of other
languages varies. Spanish has 'b' sound as either [b] or [v] and lets the reader
determine this on the basis of his language skills. The German'S' sounds as /s /
or III depending on context, and the implementation is left to the reader.

The question addressed here boils down to whether writing is supposed to
record speech or etymology. 'Karmelitic' sets out to do the former, while
'Phonemic' comes close to achieving the latter. The two approaches are dif-
ferent, and even if ideally implemented, each sacrifices certain benefits to retain
others. Phonetic writing guides the reader as to pronunciation, while masking
etymological ties. It places the responsibility for implementation of rules of
construction with the writer. In Hebrew the phonemic approach exhibits
etymological ties and simplifies writing, but skills of correct pronunciation are
required of the reader.
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316 A NEW TRANSLITERATION OF HEBREW

The following example may serve to illustrate the point. The Hebrew verb
BKE (to weep) is rendered in the first person singular past, present, and future.
Table 4 compares these forms as recorded by EKTB, by EKT+B, by Phonemic,
and by Karmelitic.

Table 4

Meaning EKTB EKT+B Karmelitic Phonemic

Past I wept BKITI B&+KyITyI BAXITI BAKITI
Present I weep ANIBFKE ANIB&FwK'E 3ANIBOXE 'ANIBOKE
Future I shall weep ABKE A*B#K&*E 3EVKE 'EBKE

Phonemic maintains the root letters 'BK' in all forms. The reader must possess
the independent knowledge of how 'B' and 'K' sound in context. 'Karmelitic', on
the other side of the fence, guides the reader as to the expected sound, by
representing the root letters variously as 'BX' or 'VK'. The burden of selecting
the sound is placed on the writer.

Note that EKTB (like the unpointed Hebrew that it is) exhibits the root and
requires the reader to supply the consonant variations as well as many vowels,
placing the highest burden on the reader. EKT+B with full pointing exhibits the
root and also provides full phonetic guidance to the reader. 'K&' vs. 'K' and 'B&'
vs. 'B' achieve this. The price is the highest burden on the writer of all four
methods.

In an ideal and static world the choice between recording sound and
etymology might be immaterial. But the world is neither static nor ideal, and
each of these circumstances has an impact on the balance. Sounds constantly
shift and change. Complete phonetic representation is next to impossible and is
not approached by any practical system of writing. Sounds vary from place to
place and from generation to generation. A faithful phonetic representation
could only apply to a single region and would become outdated in one genera-
tion. Yet writings are conserved for hundreds and thousands of years. Does it
make sense to burden writing with a requirement that would make it obsolete in
a generation?

In the case of Hebrew, because of unique circumstances, the contemporary
reader can casually peruse and easily comprehend texts written thousands of
years ago, not only to grasp the general meaning but also to sense nuances of
mood and intent and appreciate expressive power. He or she can do all this
without knowing how exactly the ancient writers enunciated their texts and what
resemblance, if any, our own pronunciation bears to theirs. The traditional
Hebrew writing system, which relates closely to the phonemes of both the
modern and the ancient language, tends to conserve an open link of com-
munication from existing texts to yet unborn generations.
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The other point that must be noted is that the general population is not quite
equal to the tasks that the phonemic approach places on them as readers, or the
phonetic approach as writers. It remains to be determined what system would
result in less friction and damage.

Take again the case of the sound variations of 'B\ 'K', and 'P'. The variations
are very much in existence, but implemented unequally by different elements of
the population. The result depends on the cultural level of the speaker and the
formality of the occasion. Strict rules require that the sound of a leading 'B', 'K\
or 'P' be influenced by the end of the previous word. This fine point is only rarely
observed in practice. Many regard it as archaic and no longer 'right'. The way a
simple expression such as LA PE (not here) sounds may depend on the
speaker's background, level of education, and convictions on the subject of
language development. The phonetic approach requires the writer of even the
most casual communication to force the hand of the readers on these issues. All
of this makes a strong case for the tolerant approach that relieves the writer of
the excess responsibility. But the phonetic approach also commands a valid
case.

There are applications where the writer has a legitimate reason to specify the
reading of his text down to the details of classical or 'modern' construction, for
example: in literature—to characterize the speaker; in poetry—where details are
crucial to style and meter; in dealing with foreign or arbitrary constructs that
defy the rules of the language (scientific terminology often falls into this
category).

It is interesting to note that in recording vulgar speech, full phonetic informa-
tion is often required to convey the semantics, not just the style. This is because
ungrammatical constructs often sprout and coexist with the corresponding
classical construct conveying a different meaning. Many examples of this kind
exist in contemporary vulgar Hebrew, with the meaning of the classical
construct being idiomatic, while the 'new' construct conveys literal meaning.
Table 5, which shows both the classical and 'new' combinations of L (to) and
PNI (face of) to form a single word, LPNI, may serve to illustrate this point.

Table 5

Meaning Pronunciation EKTB EKT+B Karmelitic Phonemic

Classical before, in front /lifney/ LPNI LyP#N«I LIFNEY L-pney
New to the face of /1'pney/ LPNI L#P&#N**I LPNEY L'PPNEY(?)

Avinor (1979) accepts this and similar cases as language development: violation
of the rules of construction allows two words where there was only one before,
enriching the vocabulary. Even if this view is not espoused, a valid issue arises:
the desire for a tool to record variations of construction appears legitimate, even
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when the variations themselves are not. In Table 5 an attempt has been made to
record the incorrect structure also in Phonemic, but a systematic way of doing
this is not clear.

9. MORE ON 'KARMELITIC AND 'PHONEMIC

The discussion in the last section was aimed at contrasting the etymological and
phonetic approaches, as applied to Hebrew, and illustrating the benefits of each.
We should not leave this subject, however, without remarking that Phonemic is
not an absolutely faithful implementation of the phonemic principle, nor
Karmelitic of the phonetic.

Ideally, phonemic writing should provide information sufficient to identify
each word and no more. As it turns out, five vowels are not enough to identify all
Hebrew words. Phonemically there exist long and short vowels. Fortunately,
Hebrew is subject to rules relating length of vowels to accents (DCSIM) which
both Phonemic and Karmelitic represent as double consonants. These save the
day and, in most cases, provide the necessary distinctions. In this way, as is
shown in Table 6, XKE (pin) is distinguished from XIKE (lubrication).

Table 6

Meaning

pin
lubrication

Pronunciation

/sika/
/sikha/

EKTB

XKE
XIKE

EKT+B

XyK&+E
XylK+E

Karmelitic

SIKKA
SIXA

Phonemic

SIKKA
SIKA

However, the practice of representing an accent (DCS) as a double consonant
can backfire and introduce an ambiguity where there was none before. SNNE
(she learned by rote) as opposed to SNE (he changed) (see Table 7) may serve
to illustrate the point. In such cases Phonemic introduces an underscore to
separate the two 'Ns'. Karmelitic separates them by a dummy 'E' which does not
sound like other 'E's.

Table 7

Meaning

(She) learned
by rote
(He) changed

Pronunciation

/sin'na/

/sina/

EKTB

SNNE

SNE

EKT+B

SyN#N+E

SyN&+E

Karmelitic

EMNENA

E7INNA

Phonemic

SINNA

SINNA

Even so, ambiguities persist. Consider for instance I—LDE (little girl) and
I+LDE (she gave birth), as shown in Table 8.
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Meaning

lutle girl
(She) gave birth

Pronunciation

/yalda/
/yalda/

AMNON KATZ

Table 8

EKTB EKT+B

ILDE I-L#D&+E
ILDE I+L#D+E

Karmelitic

YALDA
YALDA

319

Phonemic

YALDA
YALDA-

The five-vowel European writing does not naturally resolve this ambiguity,
which Karmelitic accepts. Phonemic marks the word which is not a noun by a
trailing hyphen. The same device is used to distinguish A*L (to) from A**L
(god), as shown in Table 9.

Table 9

Meaning

to
god

Pronunciation

/el/
/el/

EKTB

AL
AL

EKT+B

A'L
A"L

Karmelitic

EL
EL

Phonemic

EL-
EL

Phonemic resolves other ambiguities by the introduction of an arbitrary equals
sign. An example is given in Table 10.

Table 10

Meaning

(You) ran
(She) wanted

Pronunciation

/rats'ta/
/rats'ta/

EKTB

RZT
RZTE

EKT+B

R+Z#T+
R+Z#T+E

Karmelitic

RACTA
RACTA"

Phonemic

RACTA=
RACTA

Here again European writing introduces an ambiguity not present in traditional
writing. Phonemic resolves it by an auxiliary symbol.

Being open-ended and pragmatic, Phonemic can be guaranteed to cope with
any ambiguity and meet any requirement. However, in the process it acquires
extra symbols and applies them in ways that the layman must find confusing. It is
hard to avoid the feeling that at times Phonemic is struggling against the
European methodology it imports rather than flowing with it.

On the other side of the coin, Phonemic cannot help but provide some
phonetic guidance over and above the phonemic information required to
identify the words. Take, for instance, the singular and plural forms of the adjec-
tive QRFB (near) as shown in Table 11.
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Table 11

Meaning

near (singular)
near (plural)

Pronunciation

/karov/
/krovim/

EKTB

QRFB
ORFBIM

EKT+B

Q+RFwB
Q#RFwByIM

Karmelitic

QAROV
QROVIM

Phonemic

QAROB
QROBIM

Dropping the vowel /a/ in the plural form is a sound-harmony effect built into
the language. In indicating it explicitly, Phonemic parts with the phonemic
principle. Yet to do otherwise would be contrary to the spirit of European
writing and hard on the reader.

Karmelitic is not true to the phonetic principle either. In the spoken Hebrew
that Karmelitic purports to document, neither the distinction between its single
and double consonants nor the distinction between a long and a short vowel are
heard. In displaying double consonants for DCS, Karmelitic actually offers
considerable information over and above the phonetic. But Karmelitic fails to
provide full phonetic documentation. The 'E' used to separate the two 'N's in
an earlier example does not sound the same as say the 'E' in EL (god).
Although Avinor (1979) defines writing as 'digitization of speech' (p. 169), he
nevertheless concedes that Karmelitic expresses 'more than is actually
pronounced in modern spoken Hebrew' (p. 171) and is only '95 per cent'
phonetic (p. 174).

Obviously neither Karmelitic nor Phonemic, the latter's name notwithstand-
ing, is committed to a single principle. Rather, each strives to be a practical
system of writing, trading features for overall utility. Karmelitic and Phonemic
have both been translated into traditional Hebrew writing by computer. The
Phonemic in question is represented by the rules of Oman (1986b), and
includes as many as five auxiliary symbols, rather than the Phonemic of Oman
(1986a) with only two auxiliary symbols. For both Karmelitic and Phonemic,
computerized transcription has been demonstrated only one way, into tradi-
tional writing. Transcription from traditional writing into either Karmelitic or
Phonemic has so far been done manually, using the rules of each system. These
rules are by no means straightforward. In working the examples above I found it
necessary to refer to Dr Avinor's letters and other sample texts to verify
Karmelitic usage. In the case of Phonemic I simply asked Professor Oman.
Karmelitic according to Avinor (1979:171) 'expresses somewhat less than . . .
full biblical pointing'. Phonemic has been translated by computer into fully
pointed Hebrew (Oman 1983). The Phonemic in question is a version relying
heavily on auxiliary symbols.

10 . THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH

The previous three sections serve to demonstrate that writing of Hebrew is not
without challenge. Among the candidates to measure up to it, the traditional
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methodology of writing Hebrew should not be overlooked. Freed from the
mechanical barriers of incompatible fonts, inconsistent direction of writing, and
oddly placed pointing marks by EKTB and EKT+B, this native instrument for
recording Hebrew, tested over time, can come into its own.

How does Hebrew traditionally handle the trade between the burdens placed
on the reader and the writer? Fully pointed Hebrew, we have seen, renders the
reader maximal support and puts the highest burden on the writer. The writer's
burden is so high that the large majority of Hebrew speakers are not able to
handle it. By and large, only writers and language experts are equal to the task.
However, pointing by its nature is optional. Practice can vary all the way from
full pointing through partial or spot pointing to no pointing at all. In this way the
writer's burden and the reader's support can vary to suit the application.

In current practice, only poetry and children's literature are fully pointed.
Clearly the reader of poetry needs maximal support, and so does a child. The
system works well because poets as a group are capable of handling the full
burden of pointing as are other writers and teachers. In most other cases partial
pointing, introduced where necessary to remove ambiguity, is sufficient.
Consider as an example a text dealing in chemistry. Pointing of chemical terms is
necessary to prevent error. The chemist-writer is naturally skilled to vowel
chemical terms. However, with the state of culture in Israel being what it is,
chemists as a group cannot be trusted to point or otherwise vowel a complete
text. If forced to do so, serious violence to the language will result.

When the role of dictating the reader's handling of a word is thrust upon an
ignorant writer, the outcome can be less than gratifying. While major writing
reform for Hebrew is untried, minor reforms under the title 'KTIB ML A' ('full
spelling') have been practiced for many years. The misuse of even this limited
tool in the hands of unqualified writers is widely visible. Practically all the signs
saying 'push' on doors and 'press' near buttons in Tel Aviv are misvowelled.
Now even the educated person is, in effect, commanded to mishandle the
imperative. Even the tolerant Phonemic is more demanding of the writer than
'KTIB MLA\ and likely to cause more damage. Yet some readers, like children
in their formative years, need broad support. If Phonemic becomes dominant,
and pointed Hebrew disappears from use, such support will be nowhere
available.

A major concern about any writing reform is whether it is a neutral instru-
ment for recording the language, or an active agent for moulding it. In the case of
Karmelitic, the purpose of language reform is explicit. In addressing 'contem-
porary' versus classical constructs (e.g. LPN1, in Section 8) Karmelitic requires
that all constructs conveying literal meaning be written the 'new* way.
(Dr Avinor sometimes goes as far as to say that he does not mind if old-timers
pronounce them classically—a phonemic twist.) In promulgating such rules,
Karmelitic modifies the language. When applied to existing classical texts, this
practice garbles style and disrupts meter.

Phonemic is likely to cause as much damage. Lay users of Phonemic would be
carried away with the European methodology and interpret the writing as
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phonetic. With pointed Hebrew swept out of their reach, there is little else many
of them could do. The Phonemic 'L-PNEY' would in practice be identical to the
Karmelitic 'L PNEY', and the 'new'-style constructs, that already dominate
vulgar speech, would prevail.

In contrast, EKTB and EKT+B, being just graphic variants of traditional
Hebrew writing, cannot force the language in any way. They are but a variation
in style of writing. Just as a manuscript produced longhand can be turned into a
printed book without affecting any aspect of its content and meaning, so it is
with a text recorded by EKTB. The exact one-to-one correspondence of
symbols guarantees the equivalence.

Traditional Hebrew writing enjoys a degree of flexibility unequalled by
European methodology. In its maximum support mode it is more effective in
avoiding ambiguity than Karmelitic. In its minimum support mode it is more
tolerant of the ignorant writer than Phonemic. The purpose of EKTB and
EKT+B is to remove the mechanical barriers of non-standard characters and
oddly placed pointing marks, so that the intrinsic merits of this remarkable
method can be employed to advantage.

1 1 . CONCLUSION

Several proposals for the Latinized writing of Hebrew have been put forward,
starting in the twenties. Karmelitic and Phonemic are leading current examples.
Like others before them, they employ European writing methodology as well as
symbols to express the sound or other attributes of Hebrew words. EKTB and
EKT+B are different. They are native constructs that use the Latin characters
only as graphic variants of Hebrew letters and pointing marks. Therein lies their
novelty and originality. The simple observation that Latin characters and the
European sound values attached to them are separate entities, that one can be
borrowed without the other, seems to have escaped attention. By using standard
characters, EKTB admits Hebrew into modern communications and process-
ing channels. By using them only as graphic representation of traditional
Hebrew elements, it conserves the Hebrew writing methodology and is guaran-
teed not to impose upon the language. While making no concessions to foreign
trends, EKTB is 'reader friendly'. The historical identification of Hebrew letters
and Latin characters relates Hebrew to other languages in a natural and graceful
way. EKTB can easily coexist with traditional Hebrew writing as one more
graphic variant in addition to script, print, and Rashi. It can be limited to
computer applications or employed selectively or generally at the user's discre-
tion. Two-way automatic conversion between EKTB and traditional writing is
immediate. A proper binary code for Hebrew could make the electronic
representation for EKTB and traditional writing identical. In these ways EKTB
offers benefits to the native Hebrew speaker, to the European studying Hebrew,
and to the scholar.

The questions of 'traditional' versus 'modern' and of 'native' versus foreign'
raise esthetic issues which can engender strong feelings either way. Such issues
tend to defy rational analysis, and I have tried to avoid them. Instead I have
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addressed the substantive advantages of traditional Hebrew writing, which
EKTB conserves. No doubt the last word on these complex issues has not been
spoken. But the native Hebrew approach represented by EKTB must not be
overlooked.

(Received June 1987)

NOTE
1 The phonemic transcription system used throughout this paper is that of Weinberg

1969-70, Table V (see References).
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